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Abstract. Nares Strait to the west of Greenland facilitates the exchange

of heat and freshwater between the Arctic and Atlantic Oceans. This study

focuses on salinity, temperature, and density measurements from Nares Strait

from a mooring array deployed from 2003–2006. Innovative moorings requir-

ing novel analysis methods measured seawater properties near 80.5◦N, at spac-

ing sufficient to resolve the internal Rossby deformation radius. The three-

year mean geostrophic velocity has a surface-intensified southward flow of

0.20 m s−1 against the western side of the strait and a secondary core flow-

ing southward at 0.14 m s−1 in the middle of the strait. Data shows warm

salty water on the Greenland side and cold fresher water on the Ellesmere

Island side, especially in the top layers. There was a clear difference in hy-

drographic structure between times when sea ice was drifting and when it

was land-fast. Ice was drifting in late summer, fall, and early winter with a

strong surface-intensified geostrophic flow in the middle of the strait. Ice was

land-fast in late winter, spring, and early summer, when there was a sub-

surface core of strong geostrophic flow adjacent to the western side of the

strait. Salinity variations of about two psu in time and space reflect a vari-

able freshwater outflow from the Arctic Ocean. One particularly strong pulse

occurred at the end of July 2005. For several days, steeply sloping isohalines

indicated strong geostrophic flow down the middle of the strait coinciding

with an amplified ice export from the Arctic due to strong southward winds.
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1. Introduction

The heat and freshwater budgets of the Arctic Ocean play an important role in the

global climate system. Freshwater fluxes towards the North Atlantic occur through the

shallow straits of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (hereafter CAA) and deep Fram Strait

[Aagaard and Carmack, 1989]. A simple ocean-sea-ice model suggests that the ocean

transport of freshwater through Fram Strait is about 60% of that through the CAA

[Steele et al., 1996] but contributions from ice are small in the CAA due to the presence

of land-fast ice [Prinsenberg and Bennett, 1989; Melling et al., 2008]. These freshwater

fluxes into the Labrador and Greenland Seas are a source of buoyancy that stratifies the

water column and, if it reaches deep convection regions, reduces deep convection.

Atlantic water flows into the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait and Barents Sea

[Fahrbach et al., 2001; Schauer et al., 2002] while Pacific Water enters through Bering

Strait [Coachman and Aagaard, 1966; Woodgate and Aagaard, 2005]. Assemblies of these

water masses are augmented by run-off from the Eurasian and American continents and

return to the Atlantic via Fram Strait and the CAA. Waters are modified in transit, but

their origins remain clear.

Salinity shows temporal and spatial variability over a wide range of scales in the CAA

and adjacent oceans. For example, the “Great Salinity Anomaly” was a freshwater

anomaly that traveled throughout the North Atlantic between 1968 and 1982. It origi-

nated from Fram Strait, traveled southward in the East Greenland Current and freshened

the central Labrador Sea [Dickson et al., 1988]. Numerical models such as Goosse et al.

[1997], Tang et al. [1999] and Wadley and Bigg [2002] simulate the connection between
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changes in freshwater fluxes (for example caused by the “Great Salinity Anomaly”) and

convection, but these spatially coarse resolution models do not represent the coastal and

rim-current systems in the Greenland and Labrador Seas [Sutherland and Pickart, 2008].

Koenigk et al. [2007] use 20th century and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

scenario runs for an investigation of the changing freshwater export out of the Arctic

Ocean using a model with grid spacing of about 15 km around Greenland. They suggest

an increase in the liquid freshwater outflow through the whole CAA from about 60 mSv

(Sv = 106 m3 s−1) to more than 100 mSv by 2100 without distinguishing between dif-

ferent straits in the CAA. Obtaining reliable volume and freshwater flux estimates and

describing the hydrography in Nares Strait as part of the CAA is particularly important;

longer-term measurements did not exist in Nares Strait—one of the main channels in

the CAA—as they do for example in Lancaster Sound [Prinsenberg and Hamilton, 2005].

Flux estimates may be used to monitor change, and to constrain the models used to make

climate predictions. Note, however, that few of the current generation of climate models

allow any flow of water through the channels of the CAA, with unknown consequences

for projections.

Nares Strait to the west of Greenland facilitates a total southward volume flux estimated

to be 0.57 ± 0.09 Sv [Münchow and Melling, 2008], 0.7 Sv [Sadler, 1976], and 0.8 ± 0.3

Sv [Münchow et al., 2006]. This compares to a net yearly southward transport in Fram

Strait of 2 ± 2 to 4 ± 2 Sv [Schauer et al., 2004]. The net southward Atlantic Water

flux in Nares Strait is about 0.59 ± 0.13 Sv and the net southward Pacific Water flux is

about 0.32 ± 0.04 Sv [Münchow et al., 2007]. Ice flux through Nares Strait is small as ice
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is land-fast during most of the year. Unpredictable ice conditions in the short summer

season have resulted in only limited expeditions to this area in the past.

First studies in Nares Strait include Sadler [1976] who interpreted data from a 40-day

long data set of current measurements, and Bourke et al. [1989] who evaluated temper-

ature and salinity during one summer season. Münchow et al. [2006] used data from a

synoptic two-day ADCP survey to evaluate fluxes. The first longer-term measurements

were conducted as part of the Canadian Archipelago Throughflow Study from 2003 to

2006. This project resulted in three-year data sets from ADCP moorings with first results

regarding interannual to tidal variability and forcing published by Münchow and Melling

[2008]. The conductivity, temperature, and pressure data set collected during the project

is evaluated here with regard to hydrography and salinity variability. Also included in the

project was an atmospheric modeling component [Samelson and Babour, 2008].

The width of a baroclinic flow in geostrophic balance scales with the internal Rossby

deformation radius:

LD =
(g′D0)

1/2

f
(1)

with g′=∆ρg
ρ0

the reduced gravity, ρ0 the mean density, ∆ρ the density difference, g the

gravitational constant, f the Coriolis parameter, and D0 the vertical scale of motion. This

is the fundamental spatial scale of motion in the CAA [LeBlond, 1980], and is about 10

km for Nares Strait [Münchow et al., 2006], significantly less than the width of the strait.

This study introduces the novel three-year data set of temperature, conductivity, and

pressure records (section two) from the moored array in Nares Strait, that resolves the

density and thus geostrophic velocity field at the scale of the internal Rossby deformation
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radius. The year-round presence of ice and icebergs poses a constant threat to all moored

equipment deployed in these waters. These challenges require both unique mooring design

and data processing. Therefore, we discuss our non-standard methods in detail in section

three and Appendix A. Section four then describes the three-year mean hydrography and

water masses from these moored records and compares them with snapshots of more tra-

ditional survey data. Salinity variability in space and time, and a large Arctic freshwater

incursion event, are described in sections five and six, respectively. The results from this

study are discussed in section seven, and section eight contains concluding remarks. This

paper focuses on characterizing the three-year mean and the variability seen in the salin-

ity field; a second paper in preparation (“Sub-tidal ocean current variability and fluxes

through Nares Strait, West of Greenland” by Rabe et al.) will explore in more detail the

physics governing variability in the flow.

2. Study Area and Data Sources

The Canadian Archipelago lies on the Canadian polar shelf, amid a network of straits

and basins that provide pathways for flow between the Arctic Ocean and the North At-

lantic. This study focuses on Nares Strait in the northeast CAA between Ellesmere Island

and Greenland. The channel is less than 400 m deep and 38 km wide and comprises, from

north to south, Robeson Channel, Hall Basin, Kennedy Channel, Kane Basin and Smith

Sound (Fig. 1a). Conductivity-temperature (CT) mooring strings were deployed across

the strait in Kennedy Channel at about 80.5◦N, about 50 km north of the 230 m deep

sill. The CT moorings were about 5 km apart. All instruments were deployed in August

2003 from USCGC Healy and recovered in 2006 from CCGS Henry Larsen. Specifically,

we recovered 24 SeaBird SBE37SM Microcats (hereafter CT instruments) from 6 moor-
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ings; 2 moorings were lost (see Table 1 and Fig. 1b for mooring locations in the strait).

Additional recovered ADCP moorings are discussed by Münchow and Melling [2008], and

included a further 4 CT instruments.

The CT recorders were supported on taut-line moorings at four depths, nominally 30

m, 80 m, 130 m, and 200 m (Fig. 2). Actual depths when drawdown was zero are

listed in Table 1. One acoustic transponder-release was attached above the anchor. The

buoyancy above 200-m depth on each mooring was small, so that the top of the mooring

pulled down appreciably in strong current. The mooring relied on strings of small plastic

floats for buoyancy at upper levels, instead of conventional large spherical floats. The

sensitivity to current was deliberate: since icebergs sweep larger volumes per unit time in

strong current, pull-down in such conditions reduces the likelihood of strikes. This design

proved essential for the survival of the moorings during their three-year deployment (only

two moorings were lost, both in shallow locations). For example, during its first year of

deployment one instrument was pulled down from its nominal 30 m location to below

200-m depth by a passing iceberg. The slender mooring design ensured that no damage

occurred during this iceberg encounter and that data collection continued for another two

years. The “normal” drawdown of the top-most instrument by tidal current was about

50 m. Twice a day near slack tide, when the mooring straightened up, observations were

acquired within 30 m of the surface. This novel mooring design, which encouraged large

vertical movement of the CT instruments, introduces new challenges to the processing of

time series data.

To facilitate the processing and analysis of data, about half of the CT instruments were

equipped with pressure sensors to measure depth. Fig. 3 illustrates the record-mean
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position of each instrument within the cross-section and shows the naming convention of

moorings. Individual CTD sensors were placed near the top (nominal 30-m depth) and

bottom (nominal 200-m depth) of the array of sensors, bracketing two CT instruments

without pressure sensors placed at nominal 80-m and 130-m depths (Fig. 2).

The instruments were factory calibrated prior to deployment and checked for calibration

issues after recovery. Biological fouling was minimal on all instruments. The sampling

interval was 15 minutes. All instruments returned a gap-free three-year conductivity and

temperature record, but the pressure record at one instrument terminated after 500 days.

We adjusted the records of each instrument for (a) a generally small clock drift (<three

minutes per year), (b) a small number of spikes (<0.01%), and (c) a recorded pressure

drift. The latter was accomplished by comparing in-air pressure readings at the beginning

and the end of the record. Measured pressures were not corrected for variations in tide

and sea-level atmospheric pressure, which in combination spanned a full range of values

of 5 dbar with a standard deviation of 0.9 dbar during the period of recording estimated

from pressure measured three meters above the seabed at ADCP mooring KS10.

3. Methods

Currents associated with the barotropic tide in Nares Strait cause most of the ob-

served drawdown of instruments on moorings. These currents are both deterministic and

predictable [Padman and Erofeeva, 2004; Münchow et al., 2006; Münchow and Melling,

2008]. Münchow and Melling [2008] find from a three-year time series of vertically aver-

aged along-channel currents that 66.4% and 26.3% of the total variance reside within the

semidiurnal and diurnal bands, respectively. For the dominant M2 tidal currents the flow

along the major axis—along-channel—reaches 21.2 ± 0.1 cm s−1, and K1 reaches 13.0
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± 0.7 cm s−1. The tides therefore lend support to the use of linear system analysis in

de-convolving the effect of drawdown on time series data.

First, pressure is interpolated between CT instruments at nominal 30 and 200-m depth

to the location of the two instruments without pressure sensors at nominal 80 and 130-m

depth. A linear variation of pressure along the mooring line is assumed. Details about

the pressure interpolation can be found in Appendix A1.

Next the effect of mooring motion and tides need to be minimized. We used a linear

system analysis which is described in detail in Appendix A2. The analysis acts as a pre-

processing step before applying filters also described in the Appendix (A3). The final time

series are low-pass filtered time series of temperature and salinity that are incoherent with

cyclical vertical movement of CT sensors in response to varying tidal current.

We define the along- and across-channel directions as x- and y-coordinates, respectively,

therefore u is the along-channel velocity (positive southward) and v the across-channel

velocity (positive eastward). For thermal wind we use the depth z0 = 200 m as a level

of known motion to estimate the mean geostrophic velocity for our mooring section. We

use the mean of available ADCP data from moorings KS02, KS10 and KS12 at 200 m

(discussed in Münchow and Melling [2008]) i.e., u0(y, z0) = 0.04 m s−1. The three-year

mean velocity is uniform across the strait at this depth.

For the analysis of salinity variability we will use Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOF)

to decompose observations into mutually uncorrelated (orthogonal) modes of variability.

An extensive description of EOFs can be found in Appendix B.
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4. Mean Hydrography and Water Masses

In order to evaluate different water masses in Nares Strait, we present temperature-

salinity correlations in Fig. 4 using the three-year mean of the time series from each

instrument at each mooring (black triangles) and compare them to CTD data from a

section across Kennedy Channel during 2007 for the same depth range. Note that CTD

data were obtained in summer only and that ice conditions prevented us from taking

measurements within five km of Ellesmere Island. For salinities larger than 33 psu, the

mean water mass properties match the instantaneous CTD observations well since water

masses at depth (warm and salty conditions) show less variability (see sections of standard

deviation of salinity and temperature in Fig. 5). These warm and salty subsurface waters

below about 80-m depth contain waters of Atlantic origin [Münchow et al., 2006]. Con-

siderable scatter exists for the cooler and fresher waters of the upper layer that contains

local ice melt and lies closer to the freezing point. The local ice melt—leading to salinity

variations in the top layers—only occurs during the drift ice season. The three-year mean

from CT instruments captures both drift and fast-ice conditions and we would therefore

not expect it to agree closely with a summer snapshot measured by CTD. The three-year

mean is representative of the lower layers throughout the year due to low variability, but

not representative of upper layer conditions in any particular season.

Fig. 5 shows the same, three-year average hydrographic conditions plotted as sections

across southern Kennedy Channel. Again, we distinguish a surface layer of cold and

fresh water that becomes warmer and saltier both with depth and towards Greenland.

Temperatures drop almost to the freezing point at a salinity of 32 psu. Below 100-m

depth we find warm and salty waters of Atlantic origin that are most pronounced on
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the Greenland side with temperatures of up to almost 0◦C and salinities as high as 34.5

psu in the three-year mean. Temperature has little influence on density at these low

temperatures. The across-channel density gradient in Nares Strait is caused by fresher

waters in the west and saltier waters at depth in the east. Isopycnals thus slope upwards

towards Greenland which implies an across-channel baroclinic pressure gradient which, if

geostrophically balanced, corresponds to a southward flow of up to 0.14 m s−1 near the

center of the channel at the surface.

Standard deviations about these mean properties demonstrate temporal variability that

varies substantially across the strait (Fig. 5). Small standard deviations for salinity occur

at depth and near the channel center where they are generally less that 0.2 psu. Water

properties below 150 m are similar across the section and, it will become clear in the next

section, are largely independent of seasonal changes such as the presence of ice. We find

the highest standard deviation of almost 0.5 psu in the surface layer off Ellesmere Island

where we find the freshest water, while off Greenland the standard deviation reaches

0.3 psu. A minimum of salinity variability occurs near the channel center where the

slopes of isopycnal surfaces are large. This suggests a steady geostrophic flow and we

will argue below that this is the location of strong southward flow. For temperature the

largest standard deviations are about 0.2◦C both near Greenland and Ellesmere Island.

The pattern of variability for density mimics salinity since density follows salinity at low

temperatures.

5. Salinity Variability

We performed an EOF analysis of the salinity data from our 24 time series across

Kennedy Channel to investigate dominant in-phase patterns of co-variability in salinity.
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We find that the first two modes explain almost 3/4 of the total variance contained in

the 24 time series. Specifically, mode one explains 54% and mode two explains 19% of

the total variance. The principal component time series a1(tk) and a2(tk) (Fig. 6) are

normalized so that they always have a zero mean and a variance of one. This treatment

aids the interpretation of the spatial patterns φ1(~xi) and φ2(~xi) (Figs. 7 and 8), because

these now are in practical salinity units. It is important to recall that EOFs only describe

statistical variances about a mean that is not part of the analysis. Therefore, each mode

n modifies the mean S̄(~xi) by either adding or subtracting its pattern Sn(~xi) to the mean

pattern [Harms and Winant, 1998; Münchow and Chant, 2000; Pickart, 2004].

Figs. 6a and b show the time series a1(tk) and a2(tk) representing an amplification factor

in time of the time invariant patterns shown in Figs. 7 and 8 as the positive (S̄(~xi)+Sn(~xi))

and negative (S̄(~xi)− Sn(~xi)) deviations from the mean S̄(~xi). Also shown in Fig. 6a in

gray is the ice index following Münchow and Melling [2008] to distinguish drift ice from

fast-ice conditions. The intervals with a negative index correspond to mobile ice in late

summer, autumn, and early winter and those with a positive index correspond to fast-ice

conditions in late winter, spring, and early summer. During fast-ice conditions, there is

a no-slip constraint on flow at the surface (retarding surface stress). In Fig. 6b the gray

line represents an annual cycle with minima at the end of August and maxima at the

beginning of January.

Mode one (Fig. 7a) shows highest salinity variability in the top 150 m within 20 km of

Ellesmere Island with anomalies of up to 0.4 psu from the mean. Strongest gradients occur

in the middle of the strait. A zero-line lies along the bottom of the observed section. A

second zero line reaches the surface at approximately 10 km from the Greenland coast, so
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that the top layers on the Greenland side show negative values. This means that change

occurs in the same direction across the strait except in the top layers on the eastern side.

The mean plus mode one (S̄(~xi)+S1(~xi)) (Fig. 7b) shows a fresh top layer with salinities

of about 32.5 psu across the whole strait. Isohalines shoal slightly upwards to the east

within 10 km of Ellesmere Island suggesting an increased geostrophic flow. The positive

values in the time series (Fig. 6a) coincide with fast-ice conditions, shown by the positive

ice index. Variability of short period is much reduced during this time because fluctuations

in wind stress cannot influence the strength and direction of current when ice is fast.

The mean minus mode one (S̄(~xi) − S1(~xi)) (Fig. 7c) reveals the freshest water with

31.8 psu in the top layer on the Ellesmere Island side. The 32.5 psu isohaline reaches

down to 80 m on the Ellesmere Island side and shoals towards Greenland to about 35

m. Isohalines shoal towards the Greenland side with strongest gradients between 15 and

20 km off Ellesmere Island. The stronger gradient there suggests an increased southward

geostrophic flow in the middle of the strait. In the time series (Fig. 6a) the negative

values coincide with drift ice conditions, as demonstrated by the negative ice index. Such

conditions are typically characterized by mobile pack ice on the western side of the strait,

with lower ice concentrations or open water to the east. Variability is high during this

time because fluctuations in wind stress directly influence the strength and direction of

current. This means that during the ice drifting season the implied geostrophic flow is

strongest in the top layers in the middle of the strait.

Mode two (Fig. 8a) describes a negative region of up to −0.1 psu between 80 and 150

m on the Ellesmere Island side and a positive region with up to 0.3 psu on the Greenland

side in a thin top layer. Lateral gradients in the top 80 m are concentrated within 15 km
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of the Greenland shore. The deepest layer has the same value across the whole strait, close

to zero, meaning there is less variability below about 180 m. The opposing signs suggest

a seesaw behavior between the top layer and the 80 to 150 m layer closest to Ellesmere

Island: if the top layer is saltier than usual, the mid-layer on the Ellesmere Island side

will be fresher and vice versa.

The mean plus mode two (S̄(~xi) + S2(~xi)) (Fig. 8b) shows a pattern with reduced

stratification and isohalines shoaling towards the Greenland side. Freshest water of about

32.4 psu occurs again on the Ellesmere Island side in the top layers and saltiest water in

the lowest layers on the Greenland side with almost 34.5 psu. In the time series (Fig. 6b)

the positive values in mode two occur between end October/beginning of November and

mid-March.

The mean minus mode two salinity pattern (S̄(~xi) − S2(~xi)) (Fig. 8c) shows a fresh

surface layer with salinities of about 32 psu and isohalines sloping upwards to the east in

the western half of the strait at depth. The stratification is considerably stronger between

about 50 m and 150 m. These times characterized by a negative mode two salinity

amplitude occur between mid-March and the end of October/beginning of November.

The amplitude of salinity EOF mode one (Fig. 6a) clearly changes between fast and

drift ice conditions. The amplitude of mode two (Fig. 6b) changes on an annual cycle

with minima, maxima, and changes in sign occurring at the same time each year. This

means mode two is more highly correlated with date than with ice conditions. Since it

reflects largely surface changes, we can speculate that it is associated with changes in

the amount of surface Arctic meltwater advected through the strait or remotely forced

sea-surface height gradients. Based on the analysis above we propose that mode one
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represents lateral variation across the strait during drift ice conditions and mode two

represents a tendency for surface-intensified northward flow, strongest on the Greenland

side, to accompany strong southward flow near 100 m depth on the Ellesmere side, and

vice versa. The modal analysis suggests that ice conditions influence the salinity structure

within Nares Strait.

The arrow in Fig. 6a denotes a mode-one event more than three standard deviations

from the mean, corresponding to a drop of around 1.6 psu in salinity within two days.

We describe this large freshwater incursion next.

6. Freshwater Incursion

The data reveal large temporal variability in salinity, especially during drift ice condi-

tions and especially in the upper ocean on the Ellesmere side. One extreme event occurred

around year day 942, at the end of July 2005 (also seen in Fig. 6a). We here present

salinity sections for two-day means starting at days 938–940 (26–28 July 2005) and con-

tinuing throughout the event until days 946–948 (3–5 August 2005) (Fig. 9). Prior to

the event (Fig. 9a) we find salinities of around 32 psu in the top layer on the Ellesmere

Island side, saltier water at depth and further offshore, and small isohaline slopes. During

days 942–944 (Fig. 9c) a strong freshwater incursion occurs in the top layer within 15

km of Ellesmere Island. The salinity drops to almost 30 psu (also see Fig. 10) and the

isohalines move from almost parallel to the sea surface before the event to a steeper slope

during this event, especially in the middle of the strait. The 34 psu isohaline, for example,

slopes from almost 200 m off Ellesmere Island up to roughly 150 m off Greenland. Using

thermal wind, the implied geostrophic velocity for this event, shown in Fig. 11, indicates

a southward flow in the top layers in the middle of the strait of up to 0.30 m s−1; a
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reference level velocity of 0.02 m s−1 from ADCP data at 200 m depth during this event

was used. Geostrophic velocities of up to 0.20 m s−1 exist in the middle of the strait down

to about 80 m. Stronger flow also exists in the top layers on the Ellesmere Island side but

is less pronounced (0.17 m s−1). At days 944–946 (Fig. 9d) this low salinity signal only

occurs within 10 km of Ellesmere Island and at days 946–948 (Fig. 9e) the signal is only

present in a very shallow top layer. Isohalines move back to the original position after the

intrusion has passed.

Fig. 10a shows the filtered salinity time series for a two-week period for all instruments

on the mooring closest to Ellesmere Island (KS01, instrument mean depths indicated).

The top instrument here shows the sharpest drop in salinity of the whole three-year and

24-instrument record. The other top instruments across the strait exhibit similar but less

prominent salinity variations (not shown). The strong signal around day 942 in the top

instrument represents a drop from 31.7 psu to 30.1 psu (∆S). The drop occurs in less

than two days (∆t) and gives a ∆S
∆t

= 0.82 psu day−1. With depth the signal diminishes,

and there is no evidence of the freshening in the lower two instruments. Therefore, the

signal is most pronounced close to Ellesmere Island and in the surface layer. If this is a

purely advective feature, e.g.,

∂S

∂t
∼ u

∂S

∂x
(2)

then we can calculate ∆x, the along-channel length scale. With u ∼ 0.30 m s−1 and

∆Sx ∼ 1.6 psu we find ∆x ∼ 50 km. This is the distance that a water parcel would get

advected during this strong event if the salinity anomaly observed was a purely advective

feature. Downwelling favorable winds from the north and associated southward advection
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of ice along Ellesmere Island contributed to this extreme event. Fig. 10b shows the pre-

dicted along-channel wind during the freshwater incursion from a mesoscale atmospheric

circulation model by Samelson and Babour [2008]; no direct observations exist. Wind

speeds reach 12 m s−1 to the south on day 942 (30 July 2005), before the wind slows

down and eventually changes direction. Satellite images reveal that the western half of

the strait was covered by heavy ice at this time (Fig. 12). Southward ice drift measured

by Doppler sonar at site KS02 ranged between 0.5 and 1.5 m s−1 during days 937–943

(25–31 July 2005). Rapid ice drift and the wind data confirm that this event was indeed

forced by strong wind from the north.

7. Discussion

Using thermal wind, we calculate the three-year mean geostrophic velocity for depths

between 35 and 200 m, estimated from measured hydrographic properties that are aver-

aged over the observational period (Fig. 4) with a level of known motion from ADCP

data. This calculation captures the baroclinic component of the geostrophic flow from the

CT data plus the component introduced by the reference ADCP velocity and is shown

in Fig. 13. Positive velocities indicate a flow to the south. Shear in geostrophic velocity

occurs mainly in the upper 150 m. The section shows a surface-intensified southward flow

on the Ellesmere Island side of up to 0.20 m s−1 and high mean velocities of up to 0.14 m

s−1 in the middle of the strait.

Münchow and Melling [2008] show a time-mean and depth-averaged northward flowing

current of 0.04 ± 0.01 m s−1 close to Greenland from the three-year ADCP data set which

is not apparent in the geostrophic flow field (Fig. 13) because the CT section does not

reach the Greenland shore. CT measurements closest to the Greenland side show warm
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and salty water of Atlantic origin at depth. One possible origin of Atlantic water with

warm and salty characteristics in Nares Strait is from the south via an extension of the

West Greenland Current in the northward flowing current on the Greenland shelf. Most

of the West Greenland Current turns cyclonically west across Baffin Bay while following

the 500-m isobath but a fraction continues north along the Greenland coast [Bourke et al.,

1989; Melling et al., 2001; Bacle et al., 2002]. Another possibility is that Atlantic water

is advected from the north through the Arctic Ocean. The Atlantic source water flowing

through Nares Strait is coming mainly from the Barents Sea branch lower halocline [Rudels

et al., 2004]. Below 100-m depth in Nares Strait up to 80% of the water is traceable to the

North Atlantic Ocean [Jones and Eert, 2006]; Münchow et al. [2007] also found water of

Atlantic origin in the deeper layers in Nares Strait. Jones et al. [2003] conclude, based on

nutrient data, that the most likely origin of Atlantic water in Smith Sound is the Arctic

Ocean.

Channel flows in a rotating frame of reference are often controlled by friction and

geostrophy [Gill, 1982]. Stratified flows scale with the internal Rossby radius of defor-

mation. In Nares Strait this radius is about 10 km [Münchow et al., 2006] and sets the

width of baroclinic flow in geostrophic balance [LeBlond, 1980; Gill, 1982]. With the

∼ 5 km spatial resolution of our moorings in Nares Strait the internal Rossby radius of

deformation is resolved and we thus are confident to interpret the spatial structure of the

flow. This spatial scale is evident during a particularly strong salinity event when the

fresh outflow from the Arctic Ocean is concentrated within 10 km of Ellesmere Island.

The spatial structure of anomalies apparent in the EOFs of salinity also indicates that
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spatial variation is largely confined within an internal deformation radius of the western

and eastern shorelines.

8. Conclusions

We have had success with an innovative mooring designed to support CT sensors at

shallow depth while minimizing risk from icebergs in Nares Strait. The moorings small

components and low net buoyancy within the domain of greatest risk above 200-m depth

allow it to be drawn down out of harms way when current (and iceberg drift) is fast.

Nares Strait is “wide” in the sense that its width exceeds the internal deformation radius

by a factor of about four. It is clear that the high spatial resolution of our moored array

in Nares Strait is essential to elucidate ocean features in this strait.

A frequency domain linear system analysis was used to minimize the “noise” arising

from the drawdown of sensors. While not without limitations, this method improves

signal to noise ratios and thus statistical confidence from our three-year observational

study of Nares Strait.

The three-year mean geostrophic current flows southward on the western side of the

channel. Direct measurements by ADCP near the coast of Greenland during the same

time period [Münchow and Melling, 2008] indicate that current flows northward there.

As a three-year average, the geostrophic flow through the section in Kennedy Channel is

southward and surface-intensified with a maximum of 0.20 m s−1 on the Ellesmere Island

side and a secondary maximum of 0.14 m s−1 at the shallowest depth of measurement

(35 m) near the middle of the section, including a reference level velocity from ADCP

data (discussed in Münchow and Melling [2008]). This long-term average flow structure is

qualitatively consistent with synoptic snapshots in summer using vessel-mounted ADCP
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[Münchow et al., 2006, 2007] and with measured enhanced drawdown of the CT moorings

positioned near the center of the strait [Münchow and Melling, 2008].

The waters found on opposite sides of Nares Strait have different characteristics. Those

on the western (Ellesmere) side are colder and less saline than those on the Greenland side.

Isopycnals generally have their maximum slope near the middle of the strait consistent

with the enhanced geostrophic velocity here. The freshest, coldest water is found near

the sea surface on the Ellesmere Island side, flowing southward from the Arctic Ocean as

a buoyant outflow similar to a coastal current [Yankovsky et al., 2000; Bacon et al., 2002;

Chapman, 2003; Pickart et al., 2005]. Over the three-year survey the greatest temporal

variability in salinity was observed within this cold outflow. In contrast, the greatest

temporal variability in temperature was observed on the Greenland side. Variability is

small at depth where waters are isolated from surface salt and heat fluxes by ice cover

and by a statically stable water column.

An EOF analysis of salinity variations across the section has revealed two modes that

together explain 3/4 of the total variance. Mode one is surface-intensified and has max-

imum amplitude at the coast of Ellesmere Island; with negative eigenvalue it represents

a south-flowing buoyant boundary current. Mode two represents a tendency for surface-

intensified northward flow, strongest on the Greenland side, to accompany strong south-

ward flow near 100 m depth on the Ellesmere side, and vice versa. Interplay of these

modes can create a seesaw behavior between the Ellesmere and Greenland sides of the

strait and between the top and the middle depths close to Ellesmere Island. When the

top layer is saltier, the mid-layer on the Ellesmere Island side is fresher and vice versa,

resulting in times of small and large vertical stratification.
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The sea ice of Nares Strait alternates between drifting and fast conditions on an irregular

annual cycle. Ice is most commonly drifting during late summer, autumn, and early

winter, and most commonly fast during late winter, spring, and early summer. The ice

index switches between the two phases and was defined by Münchow and Melling [2008].

The first EOF mode of salinity variations appears to be correlated with the state of the

ice cover, so that the cross-strait variation in surface salinity is strongest during drifting

ice conditions. The annual modulation of the second EOF model of salinity variations

appears better correlated with date than with ice condition; the variation is large and

positive at the beginning of January (high surface salinity) and large and negative at

the end of August (low surface salinity). In combination, these modes create strong

geostrophic current near the ocean surface mid-strait in late summer, and a sub-surface

jet of geostrophic current adjacent to Ellesmere in mid-winter.

The most intense anomaly in salinity occurred in July 2005. Salinity at 35-m depth

decreased by close to two psu over two days and isohalines shoaled sharply near the middle

of the strait. This event can also be seen in the principal component time series of the

first EOF mode of salinity with a large, negative amplitude indicating a location near the

surface on the Ellesmere side. The associated geostrophic flow was southward at 0.30 m

s−1 in the top layers in the middle of the strait. At the same time a rapid ice export

within the Rossby radius of deformation close to Ellesmere Island existed, associated with

strong southward winds.

Clearly anomalies in flow and in salt deficit are correlated during fluctuations with

period as short as a few days in Nares Strait. For this reason a quick calculation of

freshwater flux by multiplication of the mean field of current times that of salinity deficit
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will be biased low by an amount not known at this time. Moreover, there are two other

sources of appreciable negative bias that we do not yet have a handle on. The first arises

from our lack of observations of salinity and current in the upper 35 m of the ocean, where

momentum and freshwater are very strongly concentrated. The second arises from our

lack of observations within the 20% of the 38-km cross-section within one Rossby scale

of the coastlines of Greenland and Ellesmere Island. The poorly understood interaction

of geostrophic and frictional effects in these lateral boundary layers is a disincentive to

casual interpolation of data across them at his time. We therefore postpone a careful

presentation of our best knowledge of volume and freshwater fluxes through Nares Strait

to a future publication.

Appendix A: Signal Processing

A1. Pressure Interpolation

We have interpolated values of pressure between CT instruments at nominal 30 and

200-m depths to the locations of the two instruments at intermediate nominal 80 and 130-

m depths assuming a linear variation of pressure along our mooring line (a straight line

when the mooring is tipped over). Linear interpolation has been justified via simulations

of mooring performance in current by a static mooring model [Bell, 1979], which predicts

a linear behavior for our mooring design.

Testing this assumption, we use the KS03 pressure record at 80-m nominal depth (Fig.

3) for an intercomparison of the interpolated pressure with actually measured pressure.

A linear regression between the modeled pressure pmod and the measured pressure p gives

pmod = 0.9867p + 2.0364 (A1)
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and explains 99% of the variance. The unexplained variance suggests an interpolation

error of about ± 3 dbar at 95% confidence. The histogram (Fig. 14) reveals that the

distribution of modeled minus measured pressure is Gaussian. Therefore the modeled

pressure represents the actual pressure of that instrument well. The non-zero intercept for

the regression could be caused by the slightly shallower actual mooring depth (instrument

two was located at 79 m at zero drawdown), or uncertainties in the model calculations

or input velocities. We will exploit accurate pressure estimates at all instruments at all

times in the subsequent linear system analysis to minimize the impact of mooring motion.

We then calculate salinity from conductivity, in-situ temperature, and pressure using the

standard algorithm [UNESCO, 1983], as well as the density anomaly σt.

A2. Linear System Analysis

Mooring motions lead to large variations in pressure and corresponding salinity and

temperature variations in the raw time series data. These variations occur mostly at tidal

periods because tidal currents constitute almost 93% of total current variance in Nares

Strait [Münchow and Melling, 2008]. In order to analyze time series data from CT sensors

we need to minimize the effects of both mooring motion and tides.

Fig. 15a shows the raw pressure data for a 50-day segment of the three-year time series

from the instrument near the surface and closest to Ellesmere Island (KS01). It reveals

the dominant tidal influence on the instruments depth as the drawdown varies from 0 to

50 m. Vertical motion of instruments is smaller lower down on the mooring; for example

it is only about 10 m at 200 m depth (not shown).

To reduce this signal caused by mooring motion we use the pressure data to remove

the part of the salinity (temperature) signal that is coherent with the drawdown through
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a frequency domain linear system analysis. Münchow et al. [1992] and Münchow [1998]

have previously used this method to reduce noise due to sea-level changes (local winds

and freshwater discharge) in current data. We assume a single input—single output linear

system. The single input—single output model looks like:

p(t) → H(f) → y(t) = yc(t) + yic(t) (A2)

where p(t) is pressure (measured input), H(f) is the linear transfer function as a function

of frequency f (the frequency response function of a constant-parameter linear system

between p(t) and y(t)) with y(t) as the salinity and temperature measurements (measured

output), yc(t) is the component that is coherent (subscript c) with pressure fluctuations

and yic(t) is the component that is incoherent (subscript ic) with pressure fluctuations.

We assume that the salinity and temperature signals consist of two components (coherent

plus incoherent).

In order to find the signal yic(t), we estimate H as a function of frequency f between

p(t) and y(t) as

Y (f) = H(f)P (f) + Yic(f) (A3)

where Y (f) and P (f) are the Fourier transforms of y(t) and p(t), respectively, while

Yic(f) is the signal that is incoherent with the pressure fluctuations. We find the time

series of interest for subsequent analyses yic(t) from the inverse Fourier transform, i.e.,

yic(t) = F−1[Y (f)−H(f)P (f)] (A4)
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The method is applied separately to data from individual instruments, using a times

series of pressure (i.e. depth) and either salinity or temperature. Since it is an analysis of

variations the average value of each time series is subtracted before the method is applied,

and will be added back in to the incoherent part of the variability to give the final time

series.

Fig. 15b shows the raw salinity data (before the mean is removed) that includes both

coherent and incoherent parts with pressure. Figs. 15c and d show the coherent and

incoherent parts of the salinity signal, respectively, with the mean added back in, for the

sample 50-day time series. The resultant time series are assumed to represent a variable

at the record-mean depth for each instrument where their locations are shown as symbols

in Fig. 3.

The linear system analysis relies on several assumptions. First, it assumes that a change

in the depth of the instrument via drawdown in the tidal flow generates a proportional

change in salinity (or temperature). However, the change in salinity (or temperature) with

drawdown is equally influenced by the vertical derivative in that characteristic, which is

not part of the linear system. In the extreme case where the vertical derivative approaches

zero, salinity (or temperature) does not change in response to drawdown; this is visible,

for example, during days 275–313 in Fig. 15.

Second, the linear system analysis treats the time series as statistically stationary and

ergodic; that is, it assumes that the data have statistical properties that are invariant

with translations in time [Bendat and Piersol, 1993]. As a consequence the linear transfer

function H(f) represents an average over intervals wherein fluctuations are large (days

270–275), and intervals wherein they are small (days 275–313). Since we use H(f) to
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de-convolve drawdown effects from the whole time series, the corrections are insufficient

during certain intervals (like days 270–275) and introduce spurious “incoherent” signal

during other intervals (e.g. days 275–313). With salinity, for which drawdown always

increases the value, the “incoherent” value is too high where the deconvolution falls short,

and too low where the deconvolution is too enthusiastic. These imperfections of the linear

systems analysis have, as we demonstrate, little impact on the discussion of subtidal

variability because most of the mooring motion is caused by tidal currents. Hence we

interpret the linear system analysis as a pre-processing step that increases signal to noise

ratios by reducing substantial noise prior to the application of low-pass filters.

A3. Filters

Removing signals with frequencies higher than tidal, we filter the pressure-coherent yc(t)

and pressure-incoherent yic(t) parts of each salinity and temperature time series with a

Lanczos raised-cosine low-pass filter that has a cut-off period near 40 hours and a window

width of 50 hours. Figs. 15c and d show the low-pass filtered time series of pressure-

coherent and pressure-incoherent salinity, respectively, for the example 50-day window, in

black. The incoherent part yic(t) has a similar signature as the raw salinity signal. Notice

that some tidal signals are still present in the incoherent part yic(t) prior to filtering. These

may arise from either tidal advection of horizontal property gradients or imperfections of

the linear systems analysis. Low-pass filtering removes these tidal signals. Our analyses

will use these low-pass filtered data that are incoherent with pressure fluctuations.
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Appendix B: Empirical Orthogonal Functions

EOFs were first introduced to atmospheric science by Lorenz [1956] and later to oceanog-

raphy by Davis [1976] and Kundu and Allen [1976]. We here apply them to the pressure

data to demonstrate that our entire sensor array moves in a largely correlated fashion in

response to tidal currents. Furthermore, in section five we discuss spatial and temporal

salinity variations as seen in the EOFs.

EOFs decompose observations S(~xi, tk) at ~xi = (x, z)i with i = 1, 2, ...I = 24 discrete

locations in the strait and tk with k = 1, 2, ...K = 105654 samples in time into mutually

uncorrelated (orthogonal) modes of variability. Each mode has a temporal amplitude

an(tk) and a spatial pattern φn(~xi) for the n = 1, 2, ...N = 24 modes, that is

S(~xi, tk) =
N∑

n=1

(an(tk) ∗ φn(~xi)). (B1)

an(tk) are eigenfunctions and φn(~xi) are eigenvectors to an eigenvalue problem

Ri,n ∗ φn(~xi) = λn ∗ φn(~xi) (B2)

with Ri,n being the zero-lag cross-covariance matrix of size 24*24 of the observations

at locations (~xi). λn is the eigenvalue for the n-th mode and is interpreted as the vari-

ance associated with the n-th mode. The functions an(tk) and φn(~xi) are subject to an

orthogonality condition

I∑

i=1

φn(~xi) ∗ φm(~xi) = δnm (B3)

with δnm being the Kronecker delta with δ = 0 for n 6= m and δ = 1 for n = m.
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We performed an EOF analysis on the raw pressure data; a 50-day sample period is

shown in Fig. 15a. Fig. 15e shows the temporal evolution of the first mode a1(tk) that

represents 71% of the variance. The time series is non-dimensional, has a zero mean, and

a normalized variance of one. Fig. 16 depicts the corresponding spatial pattern of mode

one, that is, φ1(~xi) in dbar. This fixed pattern in space is modulated in time by values

shown in Fig. 15e. In the spatial pattern we find the same sign across the strait with

highest variability of about 17 dbar in the surface layer in the middle of the strait and

values close to zero at around 200 m. The maximum vertical excursion in the deeper

center of the channel is expected, as both tidal and subtidal currents are largest near this

location [Münchow and Melling, 2008]. Our results indicate that the mooring motion is

strongly correlated at all instrument locations (Figs. 15e and 16).
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Table 1. CT instruments: Mooring name, location (Latitude, Longitude), record length

[days], depths with zero drawdown, and type of CT instruments

Mooring Latitude Longitude record length [days] depths and type of instruments [m]
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KS11 80 25.6500 N 67 47.8325 W Not recovered 17* 67 117 187*
KS13 80 23.8010 N 67 34.5747 W 1106 32* 82 132 202*
KS15 80 22.5009 N 67 25.8209 W Not recovered 47* 97 106*

*: pressure sensor
1: pressure sensor
malfunction after 500 days
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Figure 1. Study Area: a) Nares Strait bottom topography with thick black line of triangles

denoting CT mooring locations. Greenland lies to the east of Nares Strait. Robeson Channel is

in the northern part of the strait, Hall Basin connects to Kennedy Channel at roughly 81◦N and

Kane Basin connects to Smith Sound to the south with a sill depth of 230 m. The big star shows

Alert in northeastern Ellesmere Island. The black box is the area zoomed in for b) with more

detail on exact mooring locations. b) Mooring line across Nares Strait with triangles denoting

recovered CT mooring strings and stars denoting lost CT mooring strings.

Figure 2. Sketch of CT mooring design: anchor at the bottom, acoustic release and most of

the buoyancy below 200 m, four CT instruments per string at nominal 30, 80, 130 and 200 m

with flexible Kevlar cable between instruments. This novel mooring design with low buoyancy

in the upper water column allows the mooring to bend under the influence of ice, and profile

through the water column at tidal frequencies.

Figure 3. Position of recovered CT moorings and ADCPs in the strait, with Ellesmere Island

on the left (west) and Greenland on the right (east). CT moorings consist of four instruments

at nominal 30, 80, 130 and 200 m, crosses and diamonds denote the record-mean depth for each

instrument; diamonds show instruments with pressure sensor, crosses without. Bottom-mounted

ADCPs are shown as stars. Mooring numbering is in sequence starting on the Ellesmere Island

side with CT moorings as odd numbers and ADCPs as even numbers. Contour lines represent

density anomaly from CTD measurements in 2007.
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Figure 4. Three year mean TS-diagram from CT mooring data (black triangles), and CTD

data across Kennedy Channel during 2007 from the same depth range of 35 to 200 m (gray dots).

Also included are the freezing line (light gray dashed) and σt lines (dark gray dashed). Note that

the westernmost five km of the strait could not be measured by CTD because of heavy ice. All

CTD measurements were taken in summer. For salty warm water masses the two different data

sets compare well; for fresh cold water masses they diverge.

Figure 5. Three-year mean of a) density anomaly σt, b) temperature, and c) salinity across

the mooring section, and standard deviations for d) density anomaly σt, e) temperature, and f)

salinity. Black crosses denote the instrument record-mean positions. Cold fresh water masses

exist on the Ellesmere Island side, getting warmer and saltier with depth and towards Greenland.

Figure 6. Temporal evolution of eigenfunctions of salinity variability of a) mode one (54% of the

variance) (the arrow marks the strong event in salinity, more than three standard deviations from

the mean, described in the freshwater incursion section), b) mode two (19% of the variance). The

time series are non-dimensional and have a variance of one. The dark gray line in (a) represents

the ice index which is positive for land-fast ice (mid-October–mid-June) and negative for drift

ice (mid-June–mid-October) conditions. The dark gray line in (b) represents an idealized annual

cycle. The light gray line is the zero line to better distinguish between positive and negative

values. Mode-one salinity structure appears linked to the state of the ice cover while mode-two

structure relates best to the time of year.
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Figure 7. EOF spatial structure of salinity variations shown in combination with the mean

salinity field: a) mode one (54% of the variance), b) mean plus mode one, c) mean minus mode

one. The contour lines are the same for b) and c) for ease of comparison. Black crosses denote the

instrument record-mean positions. Mode one explains horizontal variations in salinity especially

on the Ellesmere Island side.

Figure 8. EOF spatial structure of salinity variations shown in combination with the mean

salinity field: a) mode two (19% of the variance), b) mean plus mode two, c) mean minus mode

two. The contour lines are the same for b) and c) for ease of comparison. Black crosses denote the

instrument record-mean positions. Mode two shows a tendency for surface-intensified northward

flow, strongest on the Greenland side, to accompany strong southward flow near 100 m depth on

the Ellesmere side, and vice versa.

Figure 9. Sections of two-day mean salinity at year days: a) 938–940 (26–28 July 2005), b)

940–942 (28–30 July 2005), c) 942–944 (30 July–1 August 2005), d) 944–946 (1–3 August 2005, e)

946–948 (3–5 August 2005), showing the freshwater incursion in the top layers on the Ellesmere

Island side and the sloping of the isohalines, especially in c). The contour interval is 0.5 psu in

all panels. Black crosses denote the instrument record-mean positions.
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Figure 10. a) Filtered salinity time series for a 10-day period for all four instruments on

the Ellesmere Island side. The strong salinity event during year day 940–942 (28–30 July 2005)

shows a surface salinity (record-mean depth of 36 m) on the Ellesmere Island side reduced by

almost two psu. The black line represent the top instrument on the Ellesmere Island side, the

dashed line the second instrument from the top at a record-mean depth of 84 m, the dot-dashed

line the third instrument from the top at a record-mean depth of 132 m and the gray dashed

line represents the lowest instrument at a record-mean depth of 199 m on the Ellesmere Island

side. b) Daily modeled along-channel wind in Nares Strait for the same 10-day period (black)

with negative values representing wind speeds to the south. The dotted dark gray line shows

the three-year mean wind speed. The light gray line is zero wind speed to emphasize a switch in

wind direction. A strong southward wind exists between 940–942 (28–30 July 2005) during the

same time as the salinity dropped.

Figure 11. The geostrophic velocity section during the strong salinity event in cm s−1. Black

crosses denote the instrument record-mean positions. Positive values denote flow to the south.

A reference velocity of 0.02 m s−1 from ADCP mooring data during this event is used as a level

of known motion at 200 m. The surface-intensified flow is most pronounced in the middle of the

strait with values of up to 0.30 m s−1. A stronger flow also exists on the Ellesmere Island side.

Figure 12. Modis image, 654 nm band, reflectance represents ice (yellow) and water (blue)

for 29 July 2005 during strong event. Overlaid are vectors of geostrophic velocity in top layers

during the strong event.
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Figure 13. The three-year mean geostrophic velocity section in cm s−1. Black crosses denote

the instrument record-mean positions. Positive values denote flow to the south. A reference

velocity of 0.04 m s−1 from the lateral and time-mean ADCP data is used as a level of known

motion at 200 m. The surface-intensified flows on the Ellesmere Island side and in the middle of

the strait are most pronounced with values of up to 0.20 and 0.14 m s−1 respectively.

Figure 14. Pressure intercomparison between measured pressure at 80 m at KS03 and modeled

pressure assuming linear behavior after mooring model results [Bell, 1979]: histogram of measured

minus modeled pressure shows a Gaussian distribution, that is, a linear interpolation explains

the mooring behavior well.

Figure 15. Evolution from raw pressure and salinity data to low-pass filtered pressure-

incoherent salinity data that will be used for further analysis, as well as mode one amplitude of

the pressure EOF analysis. All plots are shown for a sample 50-day time series: a) raw pressure

data at top instrument at KS01 on Ellesmere Island side showing tidal variations, b) raw salinity

data at top instrument at KS01 on Ellesmere Island side, including the mean, c) part of the

salinity that is coherent with pressure in gray, d) part of the salinity that is incoherent with

pressure in gray, e) amplitude of the first mode of the pressure EOF analysis, explaining 71% of

the variance in the three-year pressure time series (the time series is non-dimensional and has

a total variance of one). The black lines in plots c) and d) show the low-pass filtered salinity

signal. The low-pass filtered incoherent part of the salinity (and temperature) will be used in

the subsequent analysis.
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Figure 16. Spatial pattern of pressure EOF analysis, mode one, explaining 72% of the

variance, in dbar, scaled by the factor that was used to achieve a variance of one in the time

series. Black crosses denote the instrument record-mean positions. Highest variability of up to

17 dbar is observed at instruments in the top layers in the middle of the strait. Mooring motions

are strongly correlated at all locations.
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